PROFINE
PEOPLE. PASSION. PROFILES.
"As an owner-managed company, our aim is to develop in a sustainable and growth-led manner. For us, the customer is at the heart of everything.

The distinctive profine approach rests on attention to quality, innovative strength, customer-led production and service, efficient processes and an awareness of our responsibilities. Striving for all-round excellence is what drives us, day in day out. Our skilled and highly motivated employees are the foundation of our success – as are the close partnerships we maintain with our customers.

We are convinced that with these strong values we will achieve our goal: we want to be the world leader in brand profiles and sheet systems."

Dr. Peter Mrosik, owner and CEO
20 million satisfied customers

There's someone behind every window.
Profile systems and sheets are technical products which call for the ultimate in precision. But to us they mean even more – they mean the world to us. That’s why we put all our passion into every product and every solution supplied by profine.
In recent years, we have invested in versatile, state-of-the-art production technologies. Our production plants throughout the world are equipped with advanced extruders, and this is how we are able to safeguard our consistently high product quality and respond rapidly to changes in market requirements.

And yet with all our modern technology, people are at the heart of everything we do. Indeed, our employees’ knowledge and craftsmanship are fundamental to manufacturing products of outstanding quality.
PROFINE

29 sites worldwide

3,000 employees

1 GOAL

THE BEST WINDOWS
IN THE WORLD
From the initial planning to the completed project, profine is firmly on the side of its customers. We make a practice of partnership.
Our customers are some of the best window specialists. They include large companies, family-run SME businesses and independent trade professionals with long-standing reputations, and we maintain open and honest business relations with all of them. And have done for decades now.

We maintain a constant dialogue with specialist window businesses, and as a result we know our partners’ standards and requirements down to the last detail and develop solutions that meet their needs. We in turn are rewarded by a high level of customer satisfaction and loyalty to our brands. And we’re proud of that.
The goalposts keep changing and the requirements keep growing – the challenges faced by window specialists are becoming ever more complex. Our services take the pressure off businesses so that they can concentrate on the success of their core business.

We support our customers with tailor-made services – from going out to tender and providing advice through active marketing support. In Germany, for example, our profine Center of Excellence supplies probably the most comprehensive transfer of expertise in the window industry.
From granules to the finished window and beyond to recycling, we see environmental protection and sustainability as a holistic exercise.
750 million kgs of CO$_2$-SAVINGS

100,000 t of recycled PVC-U

100% lead-free

Environmental protection & sustainability

made by PROFINE

- Annual figure – based on 75 million window units manufactured annually from profine profiles.
- Annual figure – as part of the industry-wide Rewindo recycling initiative in Germany, in which profine plays a key role.
- Annual figure – based on the virgin material used by profine for manufacturing profiles.
WE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND SUSTAINABILITY

PVC-U windows reduce global CO₂ emissions markedly due to their outstanding thermal insulation properties. But we go further. For our synthetics, we do not use lead as a stabilizer in our virgin material but instead are committed to using an environmentally friendly calcium-zinc formulation. For years, we have been involved in the industry-wide recycling of old PVC-U windows. Therefore, as well as raw material, we also use recovered materials – without compromising on product quality.
Windows are our link with the outside world. Only windows create bright and friendly spaces. But not all windows are the same. We develop and produce high tech products which always claim to be the "best in class".
ADVANCED SYSTEMS FOR THE FUTURE

WINDOW AND DOOR PROFILES

With innovative new generations of systems, we set new standards in international markets and meet people’s needs for brightly lit residential and work spaces. We create the conditions for modern, energy-efficient architecture. We provide optimized sound insulation for quiet and stress-free living space and create a healthy atmosphere using forward-looking ventilation solutions.

Our new-style System 76, the 88 mm Premium System and the heat-insulated lift & slide PremiDoor are prime examples of what the beautiful new window environment of the future looks like with us.
We supply a product portfolio with perfectly coordinated systems which also includes shutter and screening systems.

Our attractively designed roller shutter and French shutter systems represent an additional bonus for the profine brands – a bonus in better quality of life, a bonus in thermal insulation and better energy efficiency and a bonus in safety, sound insulation and design.

profine’s shutter and screening systems make a significant contribution to customizing the style and character of residential buildings and play a key role in upgrading even ordinary homes.
TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND INDUSTRY

CUSTOMIZED PROFILES AND SYSTEMS

profine’s CPS (Customized Profiles and Systems) business provides customer-specific profiles for use in construction and industry as well as entire system solutions and structural components from a single source. CPS is configured for customer requirements and covers three sectors.

Profiles for use in construction.
Customers obtain tailor-made semifinished products, profiles and accessories which are used in the construction industry and building construction.

Structural components.
Whether our customers are looking for garden gates, gateways, fences or privacy screens, profine fabricates structural components tailored to their requirements and supplied as ready-to-assemble kits.

Industry profiles.
profine manufactures profiles, semifinished products and accessories specifically for industry. The products are developed and manufactured according to the individual requirements of the customer and the purpose for which they are intended.
Advertising suppliers, exhibition booth constructors, the building industry and industry in general all use profine PVC-U sheets to create a distinctive design and to attract attention.

For around 50 years, our KÖMMERLING brand sheets have been one of the world’s leading products. With their durable and easy-care qualities, as well as their countless application options, our sheets have made a lasting impression on the industry.
We combine the flexibility and customer service of an SME with the resources and strength of an international group. That’s how our customers get the best of both worlds.
We take our commitment to being close to the customer literally: we are represented in 22 countries at 29 sites. This local presence allows us to understand the requirements of the various markets and to provide the best possible support for our customers and their planning processes.

Another advantage of our close proximity is that we can deliver fast. Our cleverly designed logistics systems ensure that the right profiles, shutter and screening systems and sheets arrive in the right place at the right time. Our customers gain a valuable competitive and time advantage as a result of our logistics.
ALWAYS GETTING BETTER

If you don’t go forwards, you go backwards. That’s why our engineers are constantly at work on producing new generations of products with optimized qualities which also set the standard in terms of environmental compatibility and conserving valuable resources. Our latest innovations include proCoverTec surface finishing technology and proEnergyTec insulation technology.
profine thinks ahead. That’s why we pool the experience, expertise, creativity and innovative strength of the KBE, KÖMMERLING and TROCAL brands and conduct ongoing research in the main window technology areas. With new-style materials, intelligent chamber systems and computer-optimized designs, we minimize the use of materials while maximizing the benefits.

proCoverTec is an innovative surface finishing technology for PVC-U profiles which we have developed into a commercially viable product and which combines functionality with durability and aesthetic appeal. In terms of thermal insulation, our new development, proEnergyTec, meets the high insulation standards of passive houses – even with narrow side profiles.
Wherever projects are being planned in the world, profine provides close support for its partners. With innovative and sustainable solutions for windows and doors. With three strong brands: KBE, KOMMERLING and TROCAL. With comprehensive services and a willingness to steer new ideas to mutual success. Talk to us about your plans.
THE HIGH PERFORMANCE BRAND

KBE stands for high performance with customised solutions and a fast delivery service. Within a few years, KBE has gained major market shares in the PVC-U profiles sector and today is one of the preferred brands of the window construction industry.

As the dynamic partner of high-performing specialist window businesses, KBE supplies a compact product range for all modern PVC-U window construction requirements. Logistics has special priority at KBE, with rapid availability representing one of the success factors in its partnership with window specialists.

1980
Founded as producer for PVC-U construction and electronic applications

1995
Established an agency in Moscow

2009
Opened production site in Ukraine

Today
Successful high-performance extrusion operations with excellent delivery performance
Today, the company founded by Karl Kömmerling in 1897 is a strong brand of the profine group and its products are supplied in some 50 countries of the world. In the sheet sector, KÖMMERLING is one of the world’s leading brands.

KÖMMERLING has an outstanding reputation for high quality and advanced technologies and has set itself the goal of manufacturing window and door profiles for demanding applications. As well as focusing on aesthetic aspects, the brand aims to deliver the highest technical and physical performance values, together with an extremely long service life and minimal care and servicing requirements.

THE PREMIUM BRAND WITH A GLOBAL REPUTATION

KÖMMERLING

1897
Company founded by Karl Kömmerling

1952
Start-up of PVC-U products manufacture

1967
Manufacture of PVC-U window profiles and sheets

Today
Premium brand with an international presence and high brand recognition
TROCAL is regarded as a pioneer in the window industry. More than 50 years ago, TROCAL developed the first mass-produced PVC-U window profile and since then has been regarded as a leading innovator in window technology.

TROCAL’s slogan – That’s my window – reflects the brand’s large range of elegant designs and new technologies. TROCAL works with processors, developers, planning agencies, housing associations and testing bodies in order to supply solutions that meet the exacting demands of constantly changing market requirements.

**THE FIRST MASS PRODUCER OF PVC-U WINDOWS**

- **1954**
  - The first mass-produced PVC-U window

- **1975**
  - World premiere of the PVC-U window with surrounding centre seal

- **1992**
  - Introduction of the first aluminium shell system

- **Today**
  - Expert contact for planning agencies and architects
DESIGNING THE FUTURE TOGETHER

Our innovative products provide a fresh stimulus for architecture and tomorrow’s lifestyle. And we are well on our way with intelligent solutions ranging from large-scale windows for flooding spaces with light and maximum insulation values for zero-energy homes right through to new designs using colour window systems. Come with us.